Gale Artemis: the world’s largest scholarly research collection in the humanities

About Gale Artemis

Gale Artemis is a groundbreaking research experience that unites Gale’s globally acclaimed digitised primary source and reference collections to enable innovative research. By building a seamless research environment for Gale’s multiple collections, Gale is creating the largest digital humanities collection in the world.

This new research experience is named after the Greek goddess, Artemis, who symbolises new ideas, power and “the hunt”. Above all, Gale Artemis promotes discovery.

- Students will now have the tools to guide their research
- Researchers will have the ability to challenge assumptions and create new theories
- Both will make research connections that, until now, have not been possible

Gale Artemis will release in a series of phases and expand over the next few years. Gale will start by migrating Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO Parts I and II) and Nineteenth Century Collections Online (NCCO) onto one platform. Separately but simultaneously, Gale will integrate its Literature Resources from Gale and Literature Criticism Online into a single research environment. Over the coming years this environment will expand to include the majority of Gale’s Digital Collections and Gale Literature Collections, uniting these two into one comprehensive research experience.
Currently ECCO and NCCO, as standalone collections, offer users only part of the story. *Gale Artemis* enhances the story by combining these two collections and bringing to the surface new research connections across more than 2 centuries, and millions of pages of, newspapers, books, manuscripts, maps and photographs. Users can engage with content in ways that were never previously possible through a range of cutting-edge interactive tools, enriched metadata and detailed subject indexing:

**Subject indexing:**
Subject indexing aids content discovery across collections, drawing connections that simple search and retrieve cannot achieve. No other digital archives publisher is subject indexing their primary source content in this way – but we at Gale believe it’s worth the investment and expense.

**Graphing Tool:**
This allows users to see the frequency of their search term(s) in the content over time, which can suggest the importance of particular concepts during given periods. It allows users to ask new questions of data. For example, does the frequency of the word ‘Empire’ coincide with the rise of the term ‘tragedy’ and ‘comedy’ in popular discourse?

**Term Clusters:**
Users can see topics that commonly occur in relation to their search term which helps uncover hidden connections, or be a helpful starting point in the early stages of research.

Contact [emea.galereply@cengage.com](mailto:emea.galereply@cengage.com) to request a trial today to cross-search all the Gale Digital Collections currently available on *Gale Artemis: Primary Sources*

If your library currently holds two or more Gale Digital Collections currently available on *Gale Artemis*, you automatically have access to *Gale Artemis* at no extra cost to the library.